Search engines are useful because they allow the user to find information of interest from the World Wide Web (WWW). However, most of the popular search engines today are textual; they do not allow the user to find images from the web. For effective retrieval, determining the semantics of the images is essential. In this paper, we describe the problems in determining the semantics of images on the WWW and the approach of AMORE, a WWW search engine that we have developed. AMORE's techniques can be extended to other media like audio and video. We explain how we assign keywords to the images based on HTML pages and the method to determine similar images based on the assigned text. We also discuss some statistics showing the effectiveness of our technique. Finally, we present the visual interface of AMORE with the help of several retrieval scenarios.
Introduction
WITH THE EXPLOSIVE GROWTH OF INFORMATION that is available through the World Wide Web (WWW), it is becoming increasingly difficult for the users to find the information of interest. As most web pages have images, effective image search engines for the WWW need to be developed.
There are two major ways to search for an image. The user can specify an image and the search engine can retrieve images similar to it. The user can also specify keywords and all images relevant to the user-specified keywords can be retrieved. Over the last two years we have developed an image search engine called the Advanced Multimedia Oriented Retrieval Engine (AMORE ) [1] (http://www.ccrl.com/amore) that allows the retrieval of WWW images using both the techniques. The user can specify keywords to retrieve relevant images or can specify an image to retrieve similar images.
For retrieving images by keywords we have to determine the meaning of the image. Obviously this is not very easy. The best approach will be to assign several keywords to
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an image to specify the meaning. Manually assigning keywords to images will give the best result but is not feasible for a large collection of images. Alternatively, we can use the surrounding text of web images as their keywords. Unfortunately, unlike written material, most HTML documents do not have an explicit caption. Therefore, we need to parse the HTML source file and only keywords 'near' an image should be assigned to it. However, because the HTML page can be structured in various ways, the 'nearness' is not easy to determine. For example, if the images are in a table, the keywords relevant to an image may not be physically near the image in the HTML source file. Thus, we require several heuristics to determine the keywords relevant to an image. Fortunately, these heuristics can be also applied to retrieve other media like video and audio from the web.
Once the keywords are assigned to the image, the user may specify keywords to retrieve relevant images. However, user studies with AMORE has shown that people also want to click on an image to find similar images. This kind of 'search for more like this one' is also popular for text search and is used in some WWW text search engines like Excite ( http://www.excite.com). Especially for image searching, it is sometimes very difficult for the user to specify the kind of images she wants only by keywords.
The similarity of two images can be determined in two ways: visually and semantically. Visual similarity can be determined by image characteristics like shape, color and texture using image processing techniques. In AMORE, we use the Content-oriented Image Retrieval [2] library for this purpose. When the user wants to find images similar to a red car, COIR can retrieve pictures of other red cars. However, it may also be possible that the user is not interested in pictures of red cars but pictures of other cars having the similar manufacturer and model. Finding semantically similar images is useful in this case.
Since visual similarity does not consider the meaning of the images, a picture of a figure skater may be visually similar to the picture of an ice hockey player ( because of the white background and similar shape), but it may not be meaningful for the user. To overcome this problem, AMORE allows the user to combine keyword and image similarity search. Thus, the user can integrate the visual similarity search of an ice hockey player picture with the keywords 'ice hockey'. Although the integrated search retrieves very relevant images, unfortunately, an evaluation of AMORE's access logs has shown that integrated search is not as popular as keyword or image similarity search. Naive WWW users do not understand the concept of integrated search. Therefore, automatically integrating semantic and visual similarity search may be more userfriendly.
For finding semantically similar images, we can assume that if two images have many common keywords assigned then they are similar. However, this simple approach has two drawbacks:
z Obviously, not all the keywords that are assigned to an image from the HTML page containing it will be equally important. We have to determine which words are more important and give them more weights. z Since many web sites have a common format, images from a particular web site will have many common keywords. We need to reduce the weights of these common words so that images from the same web site are not found to be similar just because they are from the same site.
In this paper, we present the techniques used in AMORE to determine the semantics of images and find semantically similar images. The next section cites related work. Section 3 discusses how AMORE assigns appropriate keywords to images and other media for keyword-based multimedia information retrieval. In Section 4, the method to determine semantically similar images is explained. In Section 5, we describe the evaluation of our schemes showing the effectiveness of our techniques. In Section 6, we introduce AMORE's visual interface with several retrieval scenarios. Various techniques of integrating visual and semantic search are also presented. Finally, Section 7 is the conclusion.
Related Work

WWW Search Engines
There are many popular web search engines like Excite ( http://www.excite.com) and Infoseek ( http://www.infoseek.com). These engines gather textual information about resources on the web and build up index databases. The indices allow the retrieval of documents containing user-specified keywords. Another method of searching for information on the web is manually generated subject-based directories which provide an useful browsable organization of information. The most popular one is Yahoo ( http://www.yahoo.com). However, none of these systems allow image search.
Image search engines for the WWW are also being developed. Excalibur's Image Surfer ( http://isurf.yahoo.com) and WebSEEk [3] have built a collection of images that are available on the web. The collection is divided into categories ( like automotive, sports, etc.), allowing the users to browse through the categories for relevant images. Moreover, keyword search and searching for images visually similar to a specified image are possible. Alta Vista's Photo Finder ( http://image.altavista.com) also allows keyword and visually similar search. However, semantically similar searching is not possible in any of these systems.
WebSeer [4] is a crawler that combines visual routines with textual heuristics to identify and index images of the web. The resulting database is then accessed using a text-based search engine that allows users to describe the image that they want using keywords. The user can also specify whether the required image is a photograph, animation, etc. However, the user cannot specify an image and find similar images.
Image Searching
Finding visually similar images using image processing techniques is a developed research area. Virage [5] and QBIC [6] are systems for image retrieval based on visual features, which consist of image primitives, such as color, shape, or texture and other domain-specific features. Although they also allow keyword search, the keywords need to be manually specified and there is no concept of semantically similar images.
Systems for retrieving similar images by semantic contents are also being developed [7, 8] . However, in these systems also the semantic content need to be manually associated with each image. We believe that for these techniques to be practical for the WWW, automatic assignment of keywords to the images is essential.
Assigning Text to WWW Images
Research looking into the general problem of the relationship between images and captions in a large photographic library like a newspaper archive has been undertaken [9, 10] . These systems assume that the captions were already extracted from the pictures, an assumption not applicable to the WWW.
Various techniques have been developed for assigning keywords to images on the WWW. However, none of these techniques can perform reasonably well on all types of HTML pages.
z WebSEEk [3] uses Web URL addresses and HTML tags associated with the images to extract the keywords. This will result in low recall since the surrounding text is not at all considered. z Harmandas et al. [11] use the text after an image URL until the end of a paragraph or until a link to another image is encountered as the caption of the image. They evaluated the effectiveness of retrieval of images based on (a) the caption text, ( b) caption text of other images of the page, (c) the non-caption text of the page and (d) the full-text of all pages linked to the image page. However, this method of defining captions will not work with web pages where a collection of images is described by a caption at the top or bottom of all the pages. An example is shown in Figure 1 (a). Moreover, indexing an image by the full-text of all pages linked to the image page may result in many irrelevant images being retrieved. z The Marie-3 system [12] uses text 'near' an image to identify a caption. 'Nearness' is defined as within a fixed number of lines in the parse of the source HTML file. There is an exception if an image occurs within these lines. In this case the caption-scope non-intersection principle is true; it states that the scope for a caption of one image cannot intersect the scope for a caption of another image. Although they found this principle to be true in all their examples, they considered a small section of the web. In some cases, the same caption is used for a collection of images as shown in Figure 1 (a). This figure also shows that defining nearness to be a fixed number of lines in the source file will not work because a caption at the top can describe a group of images. z WebSeer [4] defines the caption of an image to be the text in the same center tag as the image, within the same cell of a table as an image or the same paragraph. In our opinion, this system will not assign all the relevant text of an image if it is arranged in a table since it only assigns the text in the same cell as the image. For example, for the table shown in Figure 1 (b) the image and the text relevant to it are in different cells. z The techniques used in commercial systems like Excalibur's and Alta Vista's are not known to the public. However, a preliminary evaluation (by submitting queries and analyzing the retrieved images) indicates that these systems also fail in certain cases; for example if images are formatted in a table.
It should be noted that unlike any of the other image search engines, AMORE allows the user to not only search by keywords but also retrieve semantically similar images. 
In AMORE, during indexing, we use a spider to gather HTML pages from the WWW. These pages are parsed to determine the images contained and referenced from these pages. Besides indexing the images using image processing techniques to find visually similar images during the matching phase, we also need to associate keywords with these images for semantically similar search and retrieving images using keywords. The heuristic algorithm to assign keywords is described in this section. We believe the images on the web can be classified into two categories: icons and authentic images. Icons are the images whose main function is enhance the 'look' of a web page. They can be substituted by a symbol (e.g. bullets) or by text (e.g. advertising banners), but they are used to make the page more presentable. In contrast to icons, authentic images are the images that cannot be replaced by non-images. We cannot substitute the image of Gogh's painting or the picture of Michael Jordan with text without losing information that we want to deliver. An usability study of AMORE has also shown that people were not interested in the icons when they are using a WWW image retrieval engine. Therefore, these images are not indexed by AMORE and the following discussion is only valid for authentic images of a web page.
Sources of Keywords
We consider various information available on the web to assign keywords to images. Following are the sources of keywords that we identified useful. We associate all the keywords from these sources to the appropriate image.
authors are not aware of it, or simply do not use it; therefore, many images on the web do not have the ALT attribute at all. z Headings of the page. Text appearing in HTML headings in H+1}6, tags are also useful. However, only headings before the image are relevant. Moreover, certain headings are ignored by AMORE. For example, consider the following source:
In this case Section 1 heading and subsection heading are not relevant for the image since they are for a different section. Therefore, whenever we encounter a heading Hi we ignore all text for previous headings Hj if j*i.
z Page title. The title of an HTML page gives the general idea behind the page; therefore, it is also useful to understand the semantic content of the image in the page. z Anchor text. When we can get to an image by following a hyperlink, the text in the link describes the linked image well. z Text of the embedding page. In many cases, the text surrounding an image describes the image in detail. Let us now look at the problem of surrounding text assignment.
Surrounding Text Assignment
Obviously, the text surrounding an image in a web page may be relevant. However, assigning surrounding text to images is a challenging problem; when a web page contains many images, it is ambiguous which part of the text belongs to which image. In this subsection, we will first explain the difficulty of surrounding text assignment, and then we will present our criteria to resolve the ambiguity. 3) assumed that all images in their collection follow a specific arrangement scheme: captions will appear before an image or they will appear after the image. This assumption may be valid for a carefully selected set of collection, but none of them work for a general collection of web pages. Moreover, all previous works defined 'nearness' as the nearness in the source HTML file; therefore, when the final presentation of a page in a browser is different from its arrangement in its source HTML file, previous approaches fail.
Heterogeneity of Arrangement
Criteria for Ambiguity Resolution
Instead of assuming one of the image-caption arrangement schemes, we use the following four criteria to assign text to images. 1. Visual distance. The first criterion is as follows: when a text appears in between images, we calculate the visual distance of the text to each image, and we assign the text to the visually closest image.
This first criterion takes advantage of people's general tendency. As we can see from the examples in Figure 2 , people usually arrange captions nearby the images that they are describing. Most people feel uncomfortable or aesthetically incorrect, when a caption appears closer to the unrelated image.
More precisely, we formalize the visual distance as follows. We first define a sentence as a sequence of characters without any line breaks or images in the middle. In HTML, line breaks are generated by 1BR2 or 1P2 tag, to name a few. We also count the number of line breaks between sentences. For example, 1BR2 generates one line break and 1P2 generates two line breaks. We then define a paragraph as a sequence of sentences connected by less than two line breaks. (One line break locates the next sentence right below the previous one, so there is no vertical space between sentences. Therefore, they visually appear as one unit.) The assignment of text to images is done on paragraph level; one whole paragraph is assigned to one image. When it is ambiguous which image a paragraph should be assigned to, i.e. when the paragraph appears in between images, we compare the line break count between the paragraph and the images and assign the paragraph to the closer image. According to this visual distance criterion, all the text in Figure 2 will be assigned to appropriate images.
2. Syntactic distance. Sometimes, a text is located at the same visual distance from any of its neighbor images ( Figure 3) . In these cases, we syntactically compare the text with the names of its neighbour images, and we assign the text to the image with the syntactically closest name. The intuition behind this scheme is that people usually give a meaningful name to images. For example, the name of the first image in Figure 3 is 'freeman' standing for 'Morgan Freeman', and the name of the second image is 'mgib' standing for 'Mel Gibson'. Therefore, the caption 'Morgan Freeman' is more similar to the name 'freeman' than the name 'mgib'. More precisely, we call the file name part of the URL of an image as the name of the image. For example, the URL of the first image in Figure 3 is http://www.pair.com/marilynn/freeman.gif, and we name the image as freeman. The syntactic distance between the name n and the text t, d(n, t ), is defined as d(n, t )"c(n, t )/"n", where "n" is the number of characters in n, and c(n, t ) is the number of characters in n that also appear in t in the same order. By this definition, the distance between the name 'freeman' and the text 'Morgan Freeman' is 1, because all the characters in the name 'freeman' also appear in the text in the same order. The distance between the name of the second image, 'mgib' and the text 'Morgan Freeman' is 0.5, because only m and g appear in the text in the order.
3. Regular patterns in a table. In many cases, people follow the same commenting scheme in one page: if a caption appears after an image, it is mostly true for all other captions in the same page. Our third criterion is based on this regularity of imagecaption arrangement.
The regular pattern can be easily identified when images and their captions are arranged in a table [ Figure 1b ]. To detect the regular pattern, we first parse the entire table and scan the table vertically and horizontally. If images appear repeatedly with a fixed interval either vertically or horizontally, then we assign all the text in one interval to the image in that interval. By this criterion we are able to assign the captions in Figure 1 ( b) to their imges correctly. Note that this example cannot be handled correctly only with visual distance criterion since the captions are at the same distance from their neigbhbor images.
4. Group of images. As is shown in Figure 1 (a), it is also common that one caption describes a set of following (or preceding) images. We detect these cases by examining whether a sequence of images appear without any text in between. When a set of images appear consecutively, we assign the surrounding text to all images in the set. Note that when a paragraph is located between two sets of images, it is also ambiguous where we should assign the paragraph. In this case, we apply the visual distance measure to the last (first) images in the preceding (following) set of images and resolve the ambiguity.
Extension to other Media
There are two ways in which HTML allows the inclusion of other media objects like audio and video.
z The user can specify the multimedia elements as anchors in the HTML page. This is shown in Figure 4 (a). Both video and audio can be specified in this way. Thus, in Figure 4 (a) videos at the top right and audios at the bottom left are specified as anchors. This is similar to the specifying images as anchors in HTML pages. In this case the anchor text as well as the text surrounding the anchor are useful in determining the semantics of the media. z The user can also specify video objects with the embed tag. This is shown in Figure 4 ( b). This is similar to specifying images with the img tag. Therefore, all the heuristics specified earlier in the section are applicable. However, at present because the number of video available on the WWW is limited, most users do not use tables to organise videos. Therefore, assigning text to video is simpler. It should be noted that since elements like JAVA applets and VRML visualizations are also specified with embed tags, we may be able to guess the semantics of these elements also by our heuristics.
Finding Semantically Similar Images
Once appropriate text is assigned to the images using the scheme described in the previous section, these text can be used to retrieve images based on user-specified keywords and also semantically similar images. This section explains the technique to determine semantically similar images. It should be noted that although we emphasize on images, the techniques are also applicable to video and audio contained or referenced in WWW HTML pages.
Naive Approach
In an earlier version of our system, all the extracted text were represented in a basic keyword vector model [13] . It is a well-established research area to find similar objects to a given object. Especially, when the objects are represented as a list of keywords, a substantial number of models have been carefully studied, and the term frequency and inverse document frequency model (tfidf ) is one of the most popular models.
Under tfidf model, to compute similarities between a query object Q and an object P in the collection, we view each object (P or Q ) as an m-dimensional vector W"1w 1 , 2 , w n 2. The term w i in this vector represents the ith word in the vocabulary, the whole set of keywords. If w i does not appear in the keyword list of the object, then w i is zero. If it does appear, w i is set to represent the significance of the word. The significance of the word w i is defined as the multiplication of the frequency of, ith word in the object's keyword list to the inverse document frequency (idf ) of the ith word. The idf factor is one divided by the number of times the word appears in the entire 'collection', which in this case would be the concatenation of the keyword lists of all objects. The idf factor corresponds to the content discriminating power of a word: a term that appears rarely in documents (e.g., 'Schwarzenegger') has a high idf, while a term that occurs in many documents (e.g., 'one') has a low idf. Optionally, we may exclude too frequent words thus having no content discriminating power (e.g., 'the') using a stoplist. Usually, we normalize the vector W by dividing it by its magnitude #W #, and the similarity between P and Q can then be defined as the inner product of the normalized P and Q vectors.
However, this technique created problems for determining semantically similar images because obviously, not all keywords are of same importance. Especially, because we consider many keywords from many different sources, a lot of irrelevant keywords are assigned to images. To minimize the problems from irrelevant keywords, we use different weights based on a variety of factors.
Site Analysis
When all keywords assigned to an image were given equal weights, our system often returned not very related images, just because they resided in the same site as that of the query image. The MOVIEWEB site (http://www.movieweb.com/) illustrates this problem more clearly; all the pages in the MOVIEWEB site have 'MOVIEWEB' in their title and their URL, and they have 'Production Information', 'Release Date', 'Your Comments & Suggestions are Welcome', etc., in common in their body. Therefore, when we did semantic similarity search on an Anthony Hopkins picture from this site, our system returned an image of Batman from this site, before the images of Anthony Hopkins from other sites.
Although the inverse document frequency factor sufficiently reduces the weights of the globally common keywords, the reduction is not enough for the keywords popular within a site; many of them are only locally popular, and they are not globally popular enough. To reduce the weights of the words popular within a site, we also use inverse in-site frequency. The inverse in-site frequency reduces the weights of words that occur very often for a particular web site for the images of the web site.
Sources of Highly Relevant Keywords
Sometimes a long flowing text around an image caused problems. In many cases, when the text around an image is long, it contained many irrelevant keywords and associated them with the image. This long list of irrelevant keywords often deceived our system by matching the irrelevant ones to the keywords of the query image. It is generally difficult to identify relevant ones from a list of keywords without understanding the semantic meaning of an image. However, our evaluation showed that following sources frequently give us highly relevant keywords. We give more weights to the keywords from these sources.
z ALT text and anchor text. ALT text is the official way to describe an image on the web, and the anchor text is essentially a hint on the linked information. Therefore, people generally give a good explanation of the image in them. z Image name. Very often, the name of an image (the filename part of the URL of an image) gives good hints on its content. We believe this is mainly due to its size limit. The name of an image can be at most 255 characters, so people try to give very compact description of the image in its name. However, the size limit also causes a problem. To save space, people often use abbreviated names (e.g. mj for Michael Jordan), which are not very useful as keywords.
To identify these abbreviated names we apply co-occurrence analysis to image names. When the name is abbreviated, it is generally true that they do not appear in the surrounding text of the image; people do not usually abbreviate words in the main text, and it is unlikely that an unrelated word appears again in the main text. Therefore, we examine whether each word in the image name occurs in the text of the embedding page. If it does not, we do not increase the weight. z Page title. The page title of an image usually gives general description of the image, and it is very useful. However, sometimes the description in the title is too general (e.g., The most fantastic images on the web) or they are not relevant to the content of the image (e.g., JPEG Image 46 kb). We also identify these irrelevant keywords by co-occurrence analysis. z Short surrounding text. Contrary to the long flowing text of an image, when the text right after (or before) the image is very short, it is generally very relevant to the image. (In our current implementation, a short text is defined as a sentence with less than or equal to 40 characters.) In fact, this is the dominant way people attach a caption to an image on the web.
Evaluation
Evaluation of Text Assignment
We evaluated the effectiveness of a text assignment criterion by two measures: usefulness and accuracy. Usefulness of a criterion measures how many paragraphs were assigned to images by that criterion. If a criterion is used to assign a small number of paragraphs, the criterion may not be worth to adopt. However, this measure alone is not useful because one of the text assignment criteria may have high 'usefulness' but may always make an incorrect assignment. Therefore, we also measure the accuracy of a criteria which is determined by the correctness of an assignment of a paragraph to an image by that criteria. Table 1 shows the usefulness of our criteria. In this table, the usefulness is defined as the percentage of images with a paragraph assigned by the criterion. We can confirm that each criterion assigned a significant number of paragraphs to images. Note that the total number of images in the table is bigger than the sum of other numbers. It is because some web pages had only one image, so we could unambiguously assign the text to the image. Also note that an image may have been assigned many paragraphs, and each of the paragraphs may have been assigned by different criterion. The second measure, accuracy, is defined as C/P, where P is the total number of paragraphs assigned to the images by the criterion, and C is the number of correctly assigned paragraphs. We measured the accuracy by human evaluation. We presented the image}paragraph pairs resolved by a criterion to a human evaluator and asked her to decide whether the assignment was correct or not. Figure 5 shows the evaluation interface. To help the evaluator understand the context of the image, the whole web page containing the image-paragraph pair was shown on the right, with the image in question highlighted and the corresponding paragraph shown in red. After viewing this page, the evaluator decided whether the assignment was correct, incorrect, or ambiguous; correct means she believed the assignment was correct, incorrect means the paragraph should have been assigned to another image, and ambiguous means she could not decide whether it was correct or not. For each criterion, we performed this evaluation for around 300 randomly sampled pairs of paragraphs and images. The images cover a broad range of topics like art, movie, sports, travel, vehicle, and wildlife related images. Although the result of our evaluation may be slightly different from the property of the entire web space, we believe our data set is heterogeneous enough to check the effectiveness of our schemes. In order to compare our criteria with the previous approaches, we generated 300 image}paragraph pairs by assigning paragraphs to the images before them and another 300 image}paragraph pairs by assigning paragraphs to the images after them. Six human evaluators (members of our research lab) were involved in this evaluation. Note that the evaluators did not know how the image}paragraph association was made. Also note that one image}paragraph pair was evaluated by only one evaluator. Table 2 shows the result. The accuracy in this table was calculated excluding ambiguous pairs. We can confirm that our visual distance, regular pattern and image group criteria have high accuracy. Especially, the visual distance criterion is much better than the previous approaches. ( The regular pattern and the image group criteria are not comparable with the previous approaches.) However, the accuracy difference between the syntactic distance and the image-before-text is negligible. Given that the syntactic distance criterion is applied to less than 3% of images, we cannot confirm that our syntactic distance criterion was very helpful. (According to this result, when a paragraph cannot be assigned to an image by the visual distance criterion, we can assume that the paragraph is related to the image before the paragraph, getting 72% accuracy.)
Evaluation of Finding Semantically Similar Images
The success of finding semantically similar images depends on whether we can identify relevant keywords and give them more weight in the vector model. Our technique is based on the sources of the keywords; therefore by examining the quality of the keyword sources, we can check whether our heuristic is meaningful. Informally, a keyword source is of high quality if it gives only relevant keywords. More precisely, the quality Q is defined as Q"R/K, where K is the total number of keywords from the source and R is the number of relevant keywords. Our method will be successful only when the sources of the highly relevant keywords (those given higher weights) are of high quality.
We measured the quality of the sources by another human evaluation. In this experiment, we presented an image together with a list of keywords and asked the evaluators to select the relevant keywords. Figure 6 shows the interface for this evaluation. On the right side we presented the web page containing the evaluated image, and on the left side we listed 10 keywords. After reading the page, the evaluator checked the keywords that she considered relevant and left the irrelevant keywords unchecked. To generate the 10 keywords on the left, we first gathered all words from all the sources in Section 3.1, then we eliminated the words in our stoplist. Out of the remaining words, we randomly selected 10 words regardless of their source. The evaluation was done for around 400 images by six evaluators. Note that the evaluators did not know where the keywords came from. Table 3 shows the quality of the sources. To construct this table, we first traced the sources of the keywords examined, and we counted how many relevant/irrelevant keywords each source produced. Note that some keywords came from multiple sources and this is why the total number is smaller than the sum of other numbers. Also note that because of our sampling procedure, the relative numbers in the table correctly represents the relative numbers of keywords from the sources.
From this table, we can confirm that the sources of the highly relevant keywords are the ones with highest quality. Altogether, the quality of our highly relevant keywords is 63% and it covers 69% of relevant keywords. The weights of keywords from highly relevant sources are increased only if they satisfy the co-occurrence criteria (Section 4.3) . The weights may also be reduced after site analysis because of the inverse in-site frequency factor (Section 4.2). To measure the effectiveness of the co-occurrence analysis and site analysis, we measured the quality of the keywords with large weights after the analyses, and Table 4 shows the quality. Many of the sources show significant improvement of quality, and the quality of the highly relevant keywords is 79%. Note that although we missed some of the relevant keywords due to the co-occurrence and site analysis, the highly relevant keywords still covers 58% of the relevant keywords.
AMORE's Visual Interface
The ideas described in the Sections 3 and 4 have been incorporated in the WWW Image Search engine AMORE. It allows the user to retrieve images of interest using various criteria. For example, the user can search using keywords as shown in Figure 7 (a) where the phrase 'van gogh' was used. The figure presents AMORE's visual query interface which has gone through several rounds of modification based on user feedback. The retrieved images are shown using thumbnails. Like traditional WWW search engines the user can browse through pages of results. We also allow the user to click on the Similar button next to a thumbnail and retrieve similar images. This visual navigation strategy is helpful in quickly retrieving the target images.
For the similarity search, the user can specify whether the similarity is visual or semantic. For example, Figure 7 ( b) shows the images retrieved by a visual similarity search when clicking on a red Acura NSX car. Images of other red cars are retrieved although they are not Acuras. On the other hand, for semantic similarity search, images of other Acura NSX cars are retrieved even though they are not visually similar as shown in Figure 8(a) .
Sometimes, the user may be confused why an image was retrieved by semantic similarity search. For example, just by looking at the images of Figure 8 (a) it is not obvious why the retrieved images are similar to the query image. Our initial user studies show that explaining to a naive user why an image was retrieved is essential. Therefore, when the user clicks on a retrieved image, AMORE provides such feedback. This is shown in Figure 8 Figure 8 ( b) explains that the image was retrieved because it was an Acura NSX. Note that we give different weights to a word depending on the section of the page from where it retrieved as explained in Section 4. However, to avoid confusion, this is not shown to the user.
Integrating Visually and Semantically Similar Search
Because the visual similarity does not consider the semantics of the images, sometimes it may retrieve images not meaningful to the user. For example, Figure 9 (a) shows the images retrieved by a visual similarity search when clicking on the photo of an ice hockey player. Although photos of other ice hockey events are retrieved, we also retrieve photos of figure skating (the last two images). These images are visually similar, but they may However, the success of semantic similarity search depends on relevant keywords being assigned to the images. Although our techniques remove irrelevant keywords in most cases, sometimes such keywords cause irrelevant images to be retrieved. An example is shown in Figure 10 . The query image belongs to a page whose title was Flight and Car Pictures. Therefore, a car picture is also retrieved [the last picture of Figure 10 A solution to the problem of irrelevant images being retrieved by visual or semantic search alone is to integrate similarity search with keyword search. An example is shown in Figure 11 (a). Visual similarity search of a picture of gorilla is integrated with the keyword gorillas to retrieve very relevant images. Although this kind of search provides the best result, it is not as popular as we would have linked. Figure 11 available). Integrated search was even less popular than random search (in which some random images were shown). We believe that integrating visual and semantic similarity search will be very useful for the users of AMORE. This can be done in various ways. Let us now look at three different methods of integration.
Semantic Similarity followed by Visual Similarity
A straightforward approach is to first retrieve images by semantic similarity and apply visual similarity to only the retrieved images. This generally retrieves visually similar images that are also semantically meaningful. Thus, in Figure 12 (a), we retrieved ice hockey pictures both visually and semantically similar to the query image (cf. with Figure 9 ). Similarly, the images shown in Figure 12 ( b) are very relevant. It is interesting that the retrieved images in this case are almost identical to the integrated keyword and visual similarity search shown in Figure 11 (a). We are planning to make this kind of integrated search the default similarity search technique in AMORE. Obviously, visual and semantic similarity searching alone are also useful in some cases as shown in Figures 7( b) and 8(a) . Therefore, we allow the user to change to other techniques of similarity search using the Forms interface shown in Figure 12 .
Scatterplot Visualization
The HTML interface allows the user to only rank the retrieved images either visually or semantically. It will be also useful for the user to see how much the retrieved images are visually and semantically similar in one screen. A scatterplot visualization can be used for this purpose. Figure 13 shows the scatterplot visualization developed in VRML. The visualization is generated dynamically when the user clicked the Similar Images Scatter Plot button in the image information page [ Figure 8( b) ]. For the top 50 semantically and visually similar images, both the semantic and visual similarity values are calculated. ( Note that some images may be both visually and semantically similar.) The images are represented by cubes with the images shown as texture maps. The visual and semantic similarity values are mapped onto the X and Y dimensions, respectively. (The user-specified image obviously has a high value of x and y and is not shown). The visualization gives a good idea of how the other images match the query image. An interesting observation is that most images are either visually similar (high values for visual similarity and thus large x values) or semantically similar ( large y values). Only few images are both visually and semantically similar. This kind of observation is not easily apparent if the results were shown in the traditional HTML interfaces.
The user can navigate through the space to any image of interest using the facilities of the VRML browser (SGI's Cosmo Player is used in Figure 13 ). Clicking on the image retrieves more information about the image. Different viewpoints are also provided that allows the user to zoom into the image that is most semantically or visually similar.
Organizing the Results of Visual Similarity Search by Text Clustering
Like text search engines, AMORE sometimes retrieves a lot of images. The results are shown in several pages, nine images a page. This is obviously not very user-friendly. Therefore, we have developed a Query Result Visualization Environment (QRVE ). This is a JAVA applet (available from the Query Refinement button) that allows the user to organize the results in various ways. For example, the user can organize the retrieved images by the web sites from which they were retrieved. Another method of organizing the results is by text clustering. This is shown in Figure 14 . Figure 14(a) shows the JAVA applet in which the retrieved images are grouped into clusters based on the keywords relevant to them. Each cluster if represented by a graphical element ( glyph). The main topics of the cluster are shown at the bottom of the glyph. From the cluster topics the user gets an idea of the types of images that will be present in the cluster. For example, the cluster with topics burma, irrawady, etc., will have pictures of Burma (Irrawady is a river of Burma) as shown in Figure 14( b) . Besides, issuing another search with a retrieved image from one of the clusters, the user can also refine the search by looking at all the images of a cluster. Since the clusters are formed by text analysis, by refining, semantic and visual search are smoothly integrated; even if the user does not combine semantic and visual search during the querying phase, they are combined in the browsing phase.
Note that the glyph is a circle for the currently selected cluster and square for the others. The size of the glyph is proportional to the number of images retrieved from that group. Different shades of grey are used to represent how similar the images of a cluster are, on average, to the query image.
We use a graph-theoretic method to form clusters. We consider each image to be a node in the graph. A link exists between two nodes in the graph if the similarity between the two corresponding images is greater than a threshold. Initially the threshold is 0.1. We find the connected components in the graph. The set of nodes in a connected component form a cluster. If a cluster has too many nodes, the threshold is increased and the process repeated for the nodes of the cluster. This is the single-link cluster formation technique which has been extensively used in information retrieval and found to be one of the most appropriate [14] . Note that in this case each image can belong to only one cluster or none at all (in which case they are grouped in a cluster named Others).
The clusters are represented in the Java applet by the main topics of the clusters. The topics of a cluster are the words that appear in most of the images of the cluster. Since adverbs, prepositions, etc., are not very interesting they are not allowed to be cluster topics. ( We use Wordnet [15] to determine the figure of speech.) Moreover, if a word appears as a topic in many clusters, it is removed as a topic word.
Conclusion
Finding the target image from a large image database is a difficult problem. Since an image can be described by various characteristics, an effective image search engine should provide the users various techniques to reach the target. We have developed the WWW image search engine AMORE which allows the user three mechanisms to find the images of interest. The user may specify keywords and also find images visually or semantically similar. Moreover, visual and semantic search can be integrated.
In this paper, we discussed the criteria we used to assign keywords to WWW images and the technique to retrieve semantically similar images. We use unique criteria like using visual and syntactic distance between images and potential captions to resolve ambiguities while assigning text to images. Techniques like co-occurrence analysis and site analysis are used to determine relevant and less relevant keywords. This information is used to retrieve semantically similar images using a vector space model. Our techniques can be applied to other multimedia elements found on the WWW.
The effectiveness of a information-retrieval engine is also dependent on the user interface to specify the queries and show the retrieved images. We believe that AMORE's visual interface is simple and easy to use. It allows various ways to integrate visual and semantic search. The retrieval scenarios presented in the paper show the effectiveness and the usefulness of AMORE.
Future work is planned along various directions:
z Global evaluation: one limitation of our evaluation described in Section 5 is that although it shows that the individual methods were effective, it does not ensure the global effectiveness of AMORE. Therefore, an evaluation of the AMORE system based on the standard IR matrices of precision and recall is essential. We will need to tune the weights given to the different sources of keyword based on the evaluation. z Usability study: we are exploring other techniques of integrating visual and semantically similar search. We are also planning to perform an usability study of the user interfaces of integrated search. This will help us to determine the best method of integration.
Our ultimate objective is to develop a multimedia information retrieval engine that allows the user to retrieve interesting media from the WWW using various easy-to-use techniques.
